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Abstract– For better performance and efficiency, high-speed reconfigurable
computation units are required in processor design. However the reconfig-
uration overheads like interconnection cost and reconfiguration time reduce
the benefits of reconfigurable processors. At the same time within the arith-
metic operators, the speed of operations on binary data cannot be increased
beyond certain limits because of the inherited carry propagation at any stage
of the addition. In this paper to address both reconfiguration and computa-
tion time issues, a high-speed reconfigurable operator is proposed for mul-
timedia applications. This operator provides reconfigurability at both the
operation level (different multimedia oriented operations) and at the data
size level (different pixel data sizes) through the use of multimedia oriented
subword parallelism (SWP). The speed of the different arithmetic operations
is improved through the use of a carry propagation free addition on a redun-
dant (barrow save) data representation. For multimedia applications, this
operator ensures reconfigurability with high resource utilization along with
high-speed operations.

Keyword: Multimedia processing, Data level parallelism, Carry propagation
free addition, Redundant number system, Borrow save number system,
Reconfigurable system, Embedded system.

1. Introduction

Efficiency of processors can be increased through the use
of reconfigurability as well as high-speed arithmetic units. In
[1, 2, 3, 4] different high-speed reconfiguration methods are
discussed for dynamically reconfigurable processors. All these
methods focus on reducing the reconfiguration time for perfor-
mance enhancement. In conventional reconfiguration methods
[5, 6, 7, 8], the processor reconfigures itself for a new set of ap-
plications without concentrating on the internal reconfigurability
of processing units. This would result in a high reconfiguration
cost as well as the under utilization of processor resources espe-
cially for multimedia applications with low-precision pixel data
(8, 10, 12 or sometimes 16 bits). Besides the reconfiguration
issues, the overall computation speed of any arithmetic unit is
highly dependent upon the speed of the addition algorithm used.
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When processing on conventional binary data, the speed of arith-
metic units cannot be increased beyond certain limits due to the
propagation of carry at any stage irrespective of the type of the
binary adder used.

Keeping in view the low-precision pixel data and high-
performance requirements in multimedia domain, a coarse grain
pipelined reconfigurable operator is proposed for multimedia ap-
plications in this paper. This operator provides reconfigurability
at both the operation level and the data size level through the use
of SWP [9, 10]. Reconfiguration at this level do not increase
the complexity of the interconnection network as well as no re-
configuration time is required. For a better resource utilization,
multimedia oriented subword sizes (8, 10, 12 or 16 bits) are con-
sidered rather than existing conventional subword sizes (8, 16
and 32 bits etc.)[11, 12, 13, 14, 15]. To increase the speed of
different processing units, arithmetic operations are performed
using a redundant or borrow save representation rather than the
conventional binary representation. Latter in this paper, we will
use BS for borrow save or redundant representation and CB for
conventional binary representation. The borrow save (BS) repre-
sentation allows to use a carry propagation free addition [16, 17]
in the arithmetic units. Compared to conventional binary (CB)
adders, carry propagation free adders increase the overall speed
of the reconfigurable operator when performing different mul-
timedia operations like sum of absolute value difference SAD,
discrete cosine transform DCT etc. Moreover the SWP over-
heads when performing on BS data are less compared to CB data.
The proposed multimedia operator can be used as a dedicated
core (co-processor) to speedup multimedia processing [18]. For
multimedia applications, the main processor transfers control to
co-processor which will perform the computations on pixel data
more efficiently compared to conventional computational opera-
tors.

In our earlier publication [19], we have discussed about the de-
sign of an embedded processor for multimedia applications. The
architecture of the operator used in the processor design was the
preliminary design effort which uses multimedia oriented sub-
word sizes to increase the overall performance of the processor.
In [20], architectures of different basic operators (ADD, SUB,
MULT and MAC) using SWP are described. In [21], the de-
sign of a SWP based multimedia operator is described. In these
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previous works, the performance of the operator was improved
through the use of SWP on multimedia oriented pixel sizes with-
out focusing on the internal speed of the different processing units
(ADD, SUB, MULT etc.). These operators use SWP on CB data
which has the inherited carry propagation feature at any stage of
the arithmetic operation resulting in an overall limited speed for
the different multimedia operations. In this paper, we emphasize
on the designing of a multimedia operator which not only uses
multimedia oriented subword sizes to increase the resource uti-
lization but also increases the speed of the different processing
units through the use of BS number system. The carry propaga-
tion free addition property of BS number systems increases the
speed of the different basic operations which ultimately increases
the speed of multimedia operations like SAD, DCT etc. To our
best knowledge, it is the first time redundant number system is
applied to SWP design.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a brief
overview of subword parallelism SWP. The next three sections
give details of basic arithmetic units that are used in proposed
multimedia operator design. In Section 3, a multimedia oriented
SWP adder using a BS representation is presented. In Section 4,
a SWP BS multiplier unit is described. In Section 5, the archi-
tecture of a borrow save SWP SAD unit and its advantages over
a conventional binary SWP SAD unit are also explained. The
pipelined architecture of a coarse grain reconfigurable SWP op-
erator using a BS representation is presented in Section 6. The
synthesis results of the proposed reconfigurable operator for mul-
timedia processing and its performance compared to the state of
the art DSP chips are also presented. Finally conclusions are pre-
sented in Section 7.

2. Subword parallelism SWP

To increase the performance of processors, SWP techniques
have been carried out on the basic arithmetic operators (ADD,
SUB, MULT etc.). These basic SWP operators perform paral-
lel operations on subwords which are conveniently compatible
with the word size of the processor. By doing this, the processor
can achieve more parallelism rather than wasting the word size
datapath and register sizes when operating on low-precision data
[22, 23]. Conventionally the word size of processor is a multiple
of subword sizes which helps to reduce the complexity of SWP
operators. For instance, some of the conventional subword sizes
for 64-bit processors are 8, 16 and 32 bits. Figure 1 shows four
basic addition operations on 16-bit subword in a 64-bit processor.

16 bits16 bits16 bits16 bits 16 bits16 bits16 bits16 bits

16 bits 16 bits16 bits16 bits

Register Y Register X

SWP 64-bit ADDER

ABCDEFGH

A + EB + FC + GD + H

Fig. 1. Adder with 16-bit subwords

In multimedia applications, the sizes of the input data (pixels)
for computations are 8, 10, 12 or sometimes 16 bits. These multi-
media data sizes are not in coordination with existing processor’s
subword sizes resulting in the under utilization of processor’s re-
sources. To increase the performance of multimedia applications,

our proposed reconfigurable operator considers multimedia ori-
ented subword sizes rather than conventional subword sizes. This
operator can perform operations on word size operands (40-bit)
as well as on subwords (five 8-bit subwords or four 10-bit sub-
words or three 12-bit subwords or two 16-bit subwords) packed
in word size registers. Word size of 40 bits is chosen because it
gives good efficiency/complexity trade-off and ensures better re-
source utilization with different multimedia oriented pixel sizes.
With these multimedia oriented word and subword sizes, the min-
imum resource wastage (0%) occurs when the selected subword
size is either 8 bits or 10 bits and the worst case resource wastage
(20%) occurs when selected subword size is 16 bits.

3. SWP adder using redundant numbers

The most commonly used operations in multimedia applica-
tions are addition, subtraction, absolute value, multiplication,
sum of absolute value differences SAD

∑ |a − b| for motion es-
timation, sum of products

∑ |a × b| for discrete cosine transform
DCT etc. Almost all these operations require addition/subtraction
at some stage of their internal computation. Therefore any effi-
cient adder scheme can increase the overall performance of all
the arithmetic units in the multimedia operator. Different adder
architectures on conventional binary data have been proposed to
reduce the carry propagation time and increase the efficiency.
However in all these schemes some delay due to the carry logic
remains there which increases with the word size.

To overcome the delay due to the carry logic, a carry propaga-
tion free addition algorithm is used in our proposed multimedia
operator. Carry propagation free adders perform the addition on
data represented in the borrow save format rather than the CB
format. In the BS representation [17, 24], numbers are repre-
sented using radix-2 digits from the digit set {−1, 0, 1}. Digit
-1 is denoted by 1 in this paper. The value of a number X is∑n−1

i=0 xi2i where xi ∈ {−1, 0, 1}. Using the BS representation,
some numbers have several representations, this is a redundant
number system. For instance the number 9, denoted by {1001}−CB

in CB, has several BS representations: {1011̄}−BS and {111̄1̄}−BS

and {1001}−BS . BS representation allows constant time addi-
tion/subtraction. In order to increase the parallelism as well as the
speed of our reconfigurable operator, multimedia oriented SWP
capability is implemented on the BS representation. For this pur-
pose, the three main steps of the computing process are detailed
in next subsections.

3.1. SWP CB to BS converter

In the BS representation, each digit is represented by one of
the digit from the digit set {1̄, 0, 1}−BS . For unsigned binary num-
bers no computation is required to convert them to the equivalent
BS representation as both have the same value (CB 0 and 1 bits
are converted to 0 and 1 BS digits respectively). However for
2’s complement numbers the MSB of each subword has negative
weight therefore it is replaced by digit 1̄ (when MSB = 1) or it
keeps same value 0 (when MSB = 0).

3.2. SWP BS adder

The SWP BS adder is used to perform the SWP addition of
subword data in the BS representation. Its architecture is based
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upon the breaking of adder chain at subword boundaries. Based
upon the selected subword size, the adder chain at subword
boundaries are either break or continued as shown in Figure 2.
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Fig. 2. SWP BS ADD architecture

In the first step intermediate sum and carry digits are generated
for each digit and are arranged as {S i, 2Ci}(carry left shifted by
one rank). These S i and Ci digits are generated based upon the
value of the input digits at ith and (i-1)th ranks. In the second
step, the intermediate sum and carry digits at each rank are added
to generate the final sum. The intermediate sum and carry sig-
nals are generated in such a way that no carry is generated while
adding S i and Ci−1 digits at any rank. In this way the propagation
of the carry is avoided and a parallel addition can be performed
in a constant time irrespective of the word length of the vectors
to be added. To avoid any overflow, one extra digit must be allo-
cated to each resultant subword which would result in a output of
45 digits for subword size of 8 bits. Subtraction is the same as ad-
dition except that in subtraction two’s complement of a operand
which needs to be subtracted is taken before addition.

Without considering the BS conversions, the critical path (CP)
of the SWP adder on the BS representation is less compared to
the CP of a SWP adder on CB data of same word and subword
sizes (multimedia oriented). Compared to a CB SWP adder, the
CP of the BS SWP adder is almost 51% less for 8-bit subwords
up to 85% less for 16-bit subwords (see Section 6.2 for details
about the hardware technology used). Although the BS conver-
sions also consume some critical path but its value is very small
compared to the CP saved while performing several arithmetic
operations. The area and dynamic power overhead for this high
speed are only 29% and 16% respectively.

3.3. SWP BS to CB converter
After performing BS computations, the output is converted

back to CB representation. Depending on the output of operator,
either simple (for single value) or SWP (for packed subwords)
BS to CB converter unit is required at the output of arithmetic
operator. This unit converts BS numbers into CB representation
by subtracting the negative digit binary number from the positive
digit binary number. This process is shown in Figure 3.

The overhead of this conversion is very small compared to the
overall computations performed by the operator. For instance, in
the SWP reconfigurable multimedia operator explained in Sec-
tion 6, the SWP BS to CB converter unit only consumes 3%, 6%
and 4% of total area, CP and dynamic power respectively.

in
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= 360
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Fig. 3. BS to CB conversion

4. SWP BS multiplier unit

Multiplier is one of the most important basic processing unit
in the design of any arithmetic operator. As the subwords are
represented in BS representation, therefore SWP BS (a × b)
signed/unsigned unit is used to perform SWP multiplications of
signed as well as unsigned numbers. The implementation of this
multiplier is based upon an extension of the SWP binary multi-
plier proposed in [12]. Compared to other SWP multipliers which
are based on algorithms like Booth recoding etc., the SWP multi-
plier proposed in [12] gives good efficiency as it does not require
any detection and suppression of carries at subword boundaries.
This SWP multiplier supports only classical subword sizes (8, 16
and 32 bits etc.). However in our implementation of a SWP BS
multiplier for reconfigurable processing, the multimedia oriented
subword sizes of 8, 10, 12 and 16 bits are considered which do
not have any uniform arithmetic relation with the word size (40
bits) of the SWP operator.

As multiplier and multiplicand are in BS representation, there-
fore partial products (PPs) are also generated in the same repre-
sentation to get the benefits of the carry propagation free addition
while adding them. PPs are generated corresponding to each digit
in the multiplier digit vector. The PP digits are all zero when the
multiplier digit is ’0’. The PP digits are equal to the multiplicand
digits when the multiplier digit is ’1’. The PP digits are negation
of the multiplicand digits when the multiplier digit is ’1̄’. Due
to different arrangement of the PP matrix for each subword size
multiplication, the PP digits generated for the multiplication of
one subword size data are not valid for other subword size data.
For instance the arrangement of PP digits for the subword size
of 8 bits are different from the arrangement of PP digits for sub-
word size of 10 bits. In our implementation of SWP BS (a×b), the
generated PP digits remain valid for each selected subword size
multiplication. For this purpose the PP matrix is divided into two
parts. The first part contains the digits of PPs which remain un-
changed irrespective of different subword size selections and are
generated directly by the multiplier and the multiplicand digits.
The second part contains the PP digits whose values change for
different selections of subword sizes and are generated indirectly
by the multiplier digits and the modified multiplicand digit vec-
tor. The modified multiplicand digit vector changes its digit val-
ues corresponding to each selected subword size and hence the
PP digits update automatically for each selected subword size.
Therefore PP digits are generated for different subword sizes us-
ing the same PP generation hardware.

The distinction between signed and unsigned subwords are
made at the time of the CB to BS conversion therefore no
sign extension, zero padding or correction vector is required for
signed/unsigned PPs. The PP digit matrix for a subword size of
8 bits is shown in Figure 4. Unfilled circles represent unused
(0’s) PP digits whereas filled circles represent used PP digits for
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a subword size of 8 bits. Each block of filled circles represents
one 8x8 multiplication block. PPs for other subword sizes (10,
12, 16 or 40) are arranged in the same way.

P15 . . . P0P31 . . . P16P47 . . . P32P63 . . . P48P79 . . . P64

A39 . . . A32 A31 . . . A24 A23 . . . A16 A15 . . . A8 A7 . . . A0

B39 . . . B32 B31 . . . B24 B23 . . . B16 B15 . . . B8 B7 . . . B0

Operand 1 (40 digits) =

Operand 2 (40 digits) =

Subword Product Output (80 digits)

Fig. 4. Arrangement of PPs in SWP BS multiplier for 8-bit subwords

After generation, PPs in BS representation are added using BS
adders. These adders add the PPs digits in a smaller time com-
pared to CB adders. Compared to the SWP CB multiplier of
same word and subword sizes, the SWP BS multiplier computes
the product in 40% less time (for 8-bit subwords) up to 51% less
time (for 16-bit subwords). Compared to a simple 40-bit BS mul-
tiplier without SWP capability, the area and critical path overhead
for incorporating multimedia oriented SWP capability in the mul-
tiplier architecture is approximately 5% and 9% respectively.

5. SWP SAD using BS representation

Sum of absolute value differences (SAD) is one of the most
commonly used operation in video applications for motion es-
timation etc. SAD operation is used in this section to explain
that how computations are handled in our multimedia operator
using the basic arithmetic units explained so for. SAD operation
is given by Equation 1.

S AD =

N−1∑

i=0

|ai − bi| (1)

As the SAD operation is normally applied to low precision
pixel data in multimedia applications so subword parallelism
SWP can enhance the performance of a SAD unit. The main
functions in the calculation of the SAD are finding of the abso-
lute values of the difference and their accumulation. A pipelined
architecture of the SWP SAD operator using BS representation
is shown in Figure 5.
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A dedicated control signal, not shown in Figure 5 is used to se-
lect the subword size for the SWP units. After converting num-
bers from CB to BS representation, a SWP BS |a − b| unsigned

unit is used to compute the absolute value of the differences of the
packed subwords in the BS format. To achieve maximum advan-
tages of the carry propagation free addition, this unit implements
the absolute value operation using SWP BS adders/subtractors.
The SWP BS |a − b| unsigned unit either calculates a − b (when
a>b) or b − a (when b>a) on BS subword data. Therefore in or-
der to get more advantage (high-speed) of carry propagation free
addition/subtraction, SWP BS |a−b| unsigned operation is imple-
mented using BS subtractors instead of implementing absolute
value calculation directly.

Due to subtraction operation overflow is not possible hence 40
digits are sufficient to store the resultant subwords from the SWP
BS |a − b| unsigned unit. The output of this unit is in the form
of packed subwords. The SWP BS subword adder unit adds the
subwords packed in one register to obtained a single value. Based
upon the selected subword size, the SWP BS subword adder unit
separates the Nsa subwords xi packed in its input register and then
performs the addition of these subwords using a BS adder. The
expression of the SWP BS subword adder output zsa is given by
Equation 2.

zsa =

Nsa−1∑

i=0

xi (2)

To obtain the SAD value in the BS format, the output of the
SWP subword BS adder unit is accumulated recursively using the
BS accumulator. All these units (|a − b|, subword adder and ac-
cumulator) involve additions/subtraction of subwords which are
performed on BS digits rather than CB bits which increases the
speed of the overall SWP SAD operation. Finally the BS SAD
output is converted to its CB representation using BS to CB Con-
verter unit. Due to the use of fast BS adders, the BS pipelined
SWP SAD unit can operate at 50% faster frequency (for 8-bit
subwords) upto 70% faster frequency (for 16-bit subwords) com-
pared to a CB SWP SAD unit. The area and power overheads of
this speed enhancement is only 31% and 30% respectively.

6. Reconfigurable multimedia operator

6.1. Architecture of the operator

Our reconfigurable multimedia operator can perform different
basic and complex multimedia operations on data of different
sizes (8, 10, 12, 16, 40 bits). Maximum parallelism with high
resource utilization is attained through the use of SWP with these
multimedia oriented subword sizes. Along with parallelism high-
speed multimedia operations are performed through the use of
BS representation. Efficient results are obtained for four stage
pipelined architecture of this operator and is shown in Figure 6.
This operator is made up of the basic units which we have pre-
sented above.

Control bits used to select the subword size are communicated
to all the units which contain SWP capabilities. To clarify the
schematic, these control bits are not shown in Figure 6. Through
the use of this control word, this multimedia operator can be con-
figured for both the computation it executes and the size of the
data. In the beginning all the input data vectors are converted
from CB to BS representation so that all the arithmetic computa-
tions can be performed in BS. The reconfigurable SWP operator
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Fig. 6. Reconfigurable multimedia operator

can perform operations on signed as well as unsigned data val-
ues and gives the results in the required format. Based on the
selected operation, the output of the reconfigurable operator can
be in the form of a subwords or single accumulated value. After
performing computations on BS values, the output is converted
back to CB representation. As different operations produce dif-
ferent data length outputs, therefore different data length simple
and SWP BS to CB converter are used in the operator design.
Like the inputs, the output data of all the basic SWP units can
be represented by subwords packed in 40-bit registers except for
SWP BS (a × b) unit whose output consists of subwords packed
in a 80-digit register. These 80 digits can be further converted
to 80 bits using BS to CB converter. As the output data length
is limited to 40 bits, therefore the 80-bit product is divided into
40-bit MSB and LSB parts using SWP product subwords LSB
and MSB extractor unit. Based upon the selected subword size
this unit extracts MSBs and LSBs of 80-bit product subwords.
For instance for subword size of 8 bits, LSB and MSB extractor
unit extracts (71 . . . 64, 55 . . . 48, 39 . . . 32, 23 . . . 16, 7 . . . 0) and
(79 . . . 72, 63 . . . 56, 47 . . . 40, 31 . . . 24, 15 . . . 8) 40-bit parts of
product respectively. Hence the complete product is obtained at
the output of the reconfigurable operator in the form of subwords
LSBs and MSBs in two successive clock cycles.

In addition to basic arithmetic operations (signed/unsigned),
the reconfigurable operator can perform multimedia operations
like SAD for motion estimation, dot product for DCT,

∑
(a + b)

signed/unsigned,
∑

(a − b) signed/unsigned etc. Based upon the
requirements, any combination of these operations can also be
obtained such as

∑
(a × b) +

∑
(a + b) etc. Rather than subwords

which sometimes provide loss of bit, these operations produce
lossless single accumulated value at the output of the reconfig-
urable operator. If the accumulated value from the SWP BS ac-
cumulator is small, it is zero padded to 40 digits. As an exam-
ple, consider the computation of the multiplication-accumulation
used for dot product given by Equation 3.

dotproduct =

N−1∑

i=0

(ai × bi) (3)

The inputs are two 40-bit values and the selected subword size
which is assumed to be 8 bits for this case. Hence each input vec-
tor contains five 8-bit packed subwords. First of all the input CB
values are converted to their corresponding BS representation us-
ing SWP CB to BS units. Then, the SWP BS (a× b) unit produces
a 80-digit product value in the form of five 16-digit product sub-
words. These packed product subwords are added together using
the SWP subword BS adder unit and generate a 33-digit value.
This 33-digit data length is selected based upon the worst case
of 16-bit subword size for

∑
(a × b) operation with no digit loss.

For other subword sizes and operations, the data length require-
ments at the output of the SWP subword BS adder units are less.
At each clock cycle the BS accumulator accumulates the 33-digit
value with the previous values to generate a 40-digit

∑
(a × b)

term at the output. The input to the BS accumulator is a 33-digit
value and the output of the BS accumulator is a 40-digit accu-
mulated value resulting in extra seven digits. These extra seven
digits are used as guard digits to avoid overflow. For other opera-
tions and smaller subword data sizes, the numbers of guard digits
are greater and thus the number of accumulations which can be
performed increases further.

6.2. Synthesis results

For the analysis of the area, speed and power consumption, the
overall SWP reconfigurable BS operator has been synthesized to
ASIC standard cell 130nm (CORE9GPLL HCMOS9 TEC 4.1,
1.2V, 25 deg. C, low leakage standard cell library from ST Micro-
electronics) and 90nm (fsd0t a standard performance low voltage
threshold cell library from UMC) technologies using Synopsys
Design Compiler. The area, speed and power consumption have
been obtained for both target technologies.
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Fig. 7. Comparison of SWP operators using CB and BS representations

In order to get the best possible clock frequency for the recon-
figurable operator, synthesis were performed for different clock
periods on each ASIC technology and the results are considered
for those clock frequencies which give a high efficiency (small-
est product of gates, clock period and consumed dynamic power).
On both target technologies, due to the use of the carry propaga-
tion free adder, the clock frequencies that give maximum effi-
ciency are higher compared to the same SWP multimedia opera-
tor using the CB representation (clock periods are 6ns on 90nm
ASIC technology and 10ns on 130nm ASIC technology). The
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maximum design resources are consumed by the SWP BS multi-
plier which consumes almost 67% of total area and 57% of total
power. Due to this reason we were able to increase the flexibility
of the reconfigurable operator by adding other arithmetic opera-
tors without increasing the area to a larger extent. As a result the
operator can perform variety of multimedia operations depend-
ing upon the requirements. Figure 7 shows the comparison of
the area, clock period and dynamic power of the SWP multime-
dia operators when using CB and BS representations. On both
target technologies, the clock frequency of the SWP operator us-
ing BS representation increases due to the use of high-speed BS
arithmetic units. The area overhead for this high-speed is mainly
due to the redundant arithmetic units, conversion units and ad-
ditional glue logics used in BS operators. The probabilistic dy-
namic power overheads corresponds to the increase in the number
of gates.

To perform any particular multimedia operation, only the re-
quired units are enabled. All the remaining units are disabled to
reduce the switching activity. On the 130nm ASIC technology,
the percentage of total power consumed by the SWP reconfig-
urable BS operator (with 8-bit selected subword size and clock
period of 6ns) to perform different SWP operations is shown in
the Figure 8. During these experiments, statistical power is esti-
mated by monitoring the switching activity on each node while
performing different operations on random test vectors.
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Fig. 8. Power consumption of operations

We assume reference power (100%) is consumed by the more
complex basic operator i.e the multiplier (a × b). All the SWP
operations consume some percentage of reference power based
upon the power consumption of the arithmetic units needed to
be enabled for a particular operation. Obviously the power con-
sumed by the complex operations which involve the accumula-
tion is slightly larger compared to the operations which involve
basic SWP arithmetic units. Additional power is mainly due to
subword adder units. Maximum power consumed by the recon-
figurable operator is 104% of the reference power when perform-
ing

∑
(a × b) operation.

On average, the area overhead due to the use of BS number
system in different units like ADD, SUB, MULT, absolute value
of difference etc. is between 30% to 40%. Extra area is required
due to the increase in the number of registers required for BS op-
erator. Compared to the CB operator, the BS operator requires
almost twice number of registers as each digit is represented by

two bits. However the corresponding speed increase for basic
SWP BS units varies between 70% to 80%. Due to these high-
speed basic arithmetic units, the computation time of multimedia
operations is also reduced by the same percentage when operat-
ing on different pixel sizes.

6.3. Performance on video applications
Compared to state-of-the-art Texas Instruments (TI)

TMS320C64x DSP chip which uses binary arithmetic units
and conventional subword sizes (8, 16 and 32-bit), our proposed
SWP BS reconfigurable operator gives a reduced number of
cycles due to the use of multimedia oriented subword sizes (8,
10, 12 and 16-bit) as well as high speed due to the use of carry
propagation free additions on BS data. The processing unit of the
TI DSP is made up of two clusters. Each cluster consists of four
functional units along with one multiplier and two arithmetic
and logic units. For a fair comparison, one reconfigurable
operator is considered for our processor and one cluster is
considered for the TI DSP. Compared to each cluster of the
DSP chip, the percentage reduction in number of cycles (Ncycles)
of our reconfigurable operator on different multimedia kernels
(SAD, DCT and discrete wavelet transform DWT) when applied
on a (16x16) image size is shown in Table 1. In addition to
computation cycles shown in Table 1, TI DSP also requires loop
control cycles when performing different multimedia operations.
However these loop control cycles are not considered. With our
reconfigurable operator, no extra control cycle is required.

Table 1. Percentage reduction in number of cycles
Pixel size (bits)

8 10 12 16
%age reduction for SAD 0% 50% 25% 0%
%age reduction for DCT 0% 52% 33% 0%
%age reduction for DWT 0% 58% 38% 0%

In practice, processing is spread on two clusters with TI DSP
so Ncycles is divided by two. In our case, as per the requirements
several reconfigurable SWP operators can be used in the pro-
cessor’s design to further increase the efficiency through parallel
processing.

7. Conclusion

Efficient reconfiguration along with high-speed arithmetic
units improve the performance of processors for several multi-
media applications. The benefits of both parallelism and high-
speed computation can be combined in the operator design by
using multimedia oriented SWP on BS representation. In SWP,
supported subword sizes that are in coordination with the pixel
size of multimedia applications can further improves the perfor-
mance through better resource utilization. Our work shows that
the speed of almost all the SWP arithmetic units used in the oper-
ator design can be improved by using the barrow save represen-
tation rather than conventional binary representation.
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